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T H E  C O L O R  O F  I N N O V A T I O N

A COMPLETE PLATFORM FOR FLEXIBLE DESIGNS & NEARLY UNLIMITED COLORS

MATCHING CONTROLS CREATE A COHESIvE STYLE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

THE PLATFORM-BASED FLANGE REQUIRES MINIMAL TOOLING FOR NEW JET DESIGNS
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A C C E N T

Experience innovation with the industry first 
radial texture flange. Combined with a high 
polish stainless Halo accent, these jets set a 
new standard in jet face design.

NEW RADIAL FLANGE TEXTURE

HIGH POLISH STAINLESS STEEL HALO ACCENT

OPTIONAL STAINLESS STEEL NOZZLE RING
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CMP INNOVATION:
THE SPA INDUSTRY’S
FIRST RADIAL TEXTURE
JET FLANGE

The new CMP Radial Texture adds
sophisticated excitement and energy. 

The precise radial etching creates a 
luxurious high-end appearance. 
This break from traditional dot pattern
flange textures creates an innovative 
new flange look and feel.
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d u o - t o n e

Spectrum Duo-Tone is an economic jet program 
that will add color and excitement to a hot tub 
design. The combination of color with the new 
radial texture will elevate your compositions.

NEW RADIAL FLANGE TEXTURE

THE SMOOTH HALO ACCENT CONTRASTS WITH 
THE CMP RADIAL TEXTURE

NEW TITANIUM COLOR fLANGE OPTION

The new Titanium color flange option provides 
a warm tone metal texture that will 
upgrade your jet designs. 
The Titanium color was 
created to complement 
warm tone acrylic shells 
that are very popular in 
the modern spa market.
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A complete, cohesive LED program that is compatible with LED systems from 
every major LED supplier. Optix is built around thoughtful designs that are easy to 
install for both interior and exterior.

INNOVATIVE, UNIQUE, CO-MOLDED DESIGNS

STAINLESS STEEL OPTIONS

CLEAR OR DIffUSED POLYCARBONATE LENSES

EMOTIONAL LED LIGHTING

TM
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OTX 1000 SERIES

A BURST Of INTRIGUE AND STYLE

Optix LED fittings can be color matched to jets 
and other components. The unique hooded 
design allows for applications above the water 
line without creating a harsh glare.

OTX-3 STAINLESS STEEL DIffUSED

THE fIRST ACCENT SPA LIGHT 

WITH A STAINLESS STEEL OPTION

OTX-3 GRAPHITE DIffUSED OTX-3 GRAPHITE CLEAR
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CUSTOMIZEABLE 
CUPHOLDER

The first cupholder designed
to survive in the “gas zone.”

The new CMP cupholder
protects your custom 
design and logo from fading,
while also providing a built-in
glare and hot spot shield.

Additionally, the accent ring
creates an opportunity to 
coordinate with other spa
components for a balance in 
color, texture and design.
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CONCEPTS
OPTIX CUSTOM DESIGNS

The Optix product line was created with the 
understanding that LED lighting should be 
exciting and beautiful. Our platform based 
product line allows any spa OEM to create a 
unique look and feel without the expense of 
custom tooling.

Contact CMP today to see how our design 
and engineering team can create an 
emotional lighting solution to elevate
your hot tub designs.
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EXPERIENCE LIQUID COLOR

Aqua Effects water features from CMP 
create a nature-inspired look and feel. 
Gently cascading water flumes mimic the 
sounds of nature and add ambiance to 
your designs.

FAST HOLE SAW INSTALLATION

SMALL FOOTPRINT

“POP-UP” AND FIXED WATER FEATURES

INNOvATIvE, PATENTED DESIGNS

AQUA EffECTS
BUBBLER
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NEW 
LAMINAR STREAM POP-UP

A brand new water feature from CMP. Install 
individually or in pairs to create an exciting 
display that can be seen from inside or outside 
the hot tub.

SMALL fOOTPRINT, fAST HOLE SAW INSTALLATION

AVAILABLE IN CLEAR OR DIffUSED

A VARIETY Of AVAILABLE COLORS AND TEXTURES

AQUA EffECTS
 STREAM
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aqua e�ectsTM

The Aqua Effects family includes a large variety 
of LED-Ready spa water features including 
waterfalls, laminars, and unique effects like the 
CMP Color Crystal.

AN EVER-GROWING VARIETY Of OPTIONS

FAST HOLE SAW INSTALLATION

COMPATIBLE WITH COMMON LED SYSTEMS

Aqua Effects water features are all designs that 
complement and enhance the CMP line of 
Optix LED lighting.

ROTATING COLOR CRYSTAL

COLOR CASCADE
WATERFALL

LED SCONCE
WATERFALL

SCAN THE QR CODE
TO WATCH THE

COLOR CRYSTAL
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AQUA EffECTS
 FAN

The Aqua Effects collection of 
LED-Ready water features will 
add liquid color and excitement 
to any hot tub design.
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FORWARD THINKING ENGINEERING

The SQR system applies basic laws of physics to 
create a superior seal, while addressing the issues 
created by typical torque compression systems. 
The patent pending jet body design used with 
the patented grommet gasket is the most cost 
effective way to install a spa jet.

Unlike typical jet systems where two people are 
required to install a jet, SQR can be installed by a 
single person. Labor cost and time is immediately 
cut in half.

SQR is a revolution in thinking that provides 
the reliability required in the modern hot tub 
manufacturing environment.
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FEWER TOOLS REQUIRED:
No expensive sealants, no torque wrench
and no backside surface grinding.

fEWER COMPONENTS
A single SQR grommet replaces all other 
gaskets, nuts, and compression rings.

A SUPERIOR SEAL
Fewer chances for errors translates into 
a more reliable jet installation.

JOIN THE SQR REVOLUTION
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FLOATING VANE WEIR SKIMMER

A BETTER SPA SKIM fILTER – BY DESIGN

The CMP floating Vane Weir Skimmer is an improvement on an 
essential part of spa design. The floating vane weir design
ensures consistent flow through the skimmer, even as the 
water level rises and falls.  This constant, even flow creates 
cleaner water and a healther spa. 

Clean up is also easy with a twist-lock vane 
that removes quickly to access the built-in 
skimmer basket.

CUSTOMIZE THE LID
WITH YOUR LOGO
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FLOATING VANE WEIR
Adjusts with water level to ensure adequate 
surface water skimming.
 
BUILT IN BASKET
Conveniently located basket makes debris 
removal fast and easy.

TWIST-LOCK VANE
Just a simple twist removes  
the vane weir, and exposes
the debris basket below.
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FLUSH MOUNT SPA DRAIN

DRAINING A HOT TUB JUST GOT EASIER

featuring a 3-Step operation, this drain easily installs with a standard hole saw. 
Double-seal protection ensures against leaks. The flush mount design and LED 
ready body create a clean and attractive installed appearance on any hot tub.

DOUBLE SEAL PROTECTION
The New CMP flush Mount Drain Valve has a seal in the body as well as the cap. 
This double-seal system is designed to greatly reduce possible leaks.
 
EASY INSTALLATION
Installation is quick and simple with a standard hole saw. The drain is designed with 
a 3/4” smooth barb and a locking nut with gasket. 

3-STEP OPERATION
Easy as one, two, three! The intuitive valve design naturally turns to “ON” as the 
hose is attached, and effortlessly closes as the hose is removed. The push/pull 
design is quick and simple.
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STEP ONE:
PULL OUT

STEP TWO:
REMOVE CAP

STEP THREE:
ATTACH HOSE
& TWIST
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